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About the Performance

Ten-year-old Belinda loves to tell
stories, but when she’s in the
basement preparing for a party
upstairs, she’ll have to get creative.
Using everyday objects like a teapot
and doily, Belinda recreates the classic
tale of Cinderella. Glass Half Full Theatre from
Austin, Texas, presents its award-winning “story within a story” using
puppetry, Spanish, and English. As Belinda confronts her stepmother and
stepsisters, she’ll learn to embrace her love of poetry and stand up for
herself. This captivating Cinderella for all ages tackles cultural heritage,
family, and the power of language.

In this presentation, you’ll:
• explore a bilingual adaptation of the fairy tale Cinderella by Austin-

based company, Glass Half Full Theatre

• examine the ways art forms like poetry and theater use objects as
metaphors for strong feelings and important ideas

• experiment with object puppetry, a tool Glass Half Full Theatre uses to
tell stories in imaginative ways using everyday objects

Education Standards Alignments:

National Core Arts Standards: Th:Cr1.1k-6, Th:Cr1.2k-6, Th:Cr,
Th:Re7.1k-6 

Common Core Standards: CCSS.ELA-
LITERACY.CCRA.W.3, CCSS.ELA-
LITERACY.CCRA.W.6, CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.L.3



What to Expect:

This performance is approximately 50 minutes long and takes place in the
basement. Belinda is the only person who appears. She wears a grey hoodie
with a red dress that comes to her knees over colorful leggings and silver flats.
Her shoulder-length black hair is held away from her face with a white headband.
Sometimes the voices of Belinda’s stepmother, her stepsisters (Reina and
Preciosa), and Gary Soto (her favorite author) can be heard through the
basement door. Belinda also talks to imaginary friends Gustavo, Ernesto, Hada
Madrina, and Cenicienta who appear in the form of everyday objects.

The basement is full of things. Several baskets and large blue trunks, two black
wire dress forms, a table with two lamps, a stepstool, a pile of books, and two old
suitcases are in a circle around the room. At the back, three wooden steps lead
up to a dusty white door. A bright red sleeping bag is spread out in the middle of
the floor. Belinda uses what she finds around the basement and in the trunks and
baskets to tell stories.

What to Look and
Listen For:

• objects like lamps, funnels, and
teapots that become puppets
and play characters in the story

• dialogue in Spanish and English

• a poem written about someone
special

• a stepmother and stepsisters—
How are Belinda’s family
members similar to the
characters in Cenicienta?

• a Fairy Godmother—What
advice does Hada Madrina
give?

• poetry about family

• a party or ball—What does
Cenicienta’s ball look and sound
like? What does Belinda’s ball
look and sound like?

Think About:
• What challenge is Belinda facing

in the story?

• How does Belinda use her
imagination?

• How does Belinda demonstrate
bravery?

• When Belinda is upset, she
works through her problems with
her (imaginary) friends,
Gustavo, Ernesto, Hada
Madrina, and Cenicienta. What
do you do when things don’t go
the way you want or expect?

• When Hada Madrina asks
Belinda, “What would your ball
be like?” Belinda imagines
getting to meet her hero, writer
Gary Soto. What would your ball
be like? Who would you want to
be there to celebrate with you?



ACTIV IT IES

Writing Poetry

In the play, Belinda recites poems she wrote in honor of her mother and father,
describing the way these important people in her life make her feel by comparing
them to objects using similes (a simile uses “like” or “as” to compare two
seemingly unrelated things). Read the poems “Mi Mamá” and “Mi Papá.” What
emotions do the objects in these poems remind you of?

Try it for yourself! Think of an important person in your life. How do you feel when
you’re around this person? What do you do when you’re together? How does this
person help you to be your best self? Create four or five similes using objects
that remind you of this person and how they make you feel. Use the similes you
wrote to create your own poem!

Curious about what it’s like to write a bilingual play? In the video

below, Cenicienta playwright Rupert Reyes has advice on writing your own
bilingual plays and poems!

Mi Mamá

My mother is like a blanket
She protects me
And keeps me calientita
Mi Mamá es como cristal.
Sharp, strict,
Beautiful and delicate.
Mi Mamá es como un río
She smooths out
All my rough spots
Is graceful
And constantly moving.
Reflejando la mujer
Que quiero ser.
Mi Mamá es como las estrellas
She is always everywhere,
Holding up the universe.
She lights up the sky, even when the 
moon goes into hiding.

Mi Papá

My father is like a furnace,
Even though sometimes
He can get too hot,
He always keeps
The house warm with love.
Mi Papá es como una almohada
He comforts me when I am sad.
He keeps my head upright
And reminds me to dream.
My father and I are like
A partly cloudy day.
We may have our moments of 
darkness and gloom,
But when we are together
The sun always peeks thorugh.
Mi Papá es como un libro de poesia.
He taught me how to read
And to love words
He is sweet, lyrical
And paints a beautiful world.



Object Puppetry

In the play, Belinda creates imaginary friends to talk to using objects
around her. Using everyday objects to create characters is called object

puppetry and you can try it at home. Start by looking at the room around
you. What objects do you see? Choose just one to focus on and look at it
for a moment without touching it. If it were alive, how might it move and
talk?

With a grown-up’s permission, grab an object like a book, a ball of yarn, a
napkin, etc. to become your puppet. Use the four puppeteer’s tools below
to bring your object to life.

Focus tells the audience where the character is looking. Using just your
eyes, decide which part of the object could be the face (there might be
more than one possibility!). Now pick up your object and have it look
around, focusing on different parts of the space around you.

Movement is how a puppeteer makes an object seem alive. How does
your object move? (For example: your object could walk, run, fly, scoot,
bounce, or drag.) What does it look like when it is sitting still and breathing?

Changes in movement help to show what a character is feeling. What is
another way your object could move? (For example: if your object was a
spool of thread, it might walk or bounce upright, then lie on its side and
roll.) What is a reason that the object might change its movement? Is it
scared? Excited? Happy? Try to show the object feeling one way, then use
a different movement to show a different emotion.

Voice helps a puppeteer tell the story of the object. Is your object’s voice
high or low? Does it speak slowly or quickly? What sounds does it make
when it is focusing, moving, and feeling different emotions?

Once you have the hang of focusing, movement, changing movement, and
giving your object voice, create a scene with your puppet. Need some
ideas? Try introducing your object to other objects nearby. Take your
puppet through a stretching warm-up—remember to breathe! Create an
obstacle course around the room that your puppet must overcome.
Reenact your favorite story with your puppet as one of the characters.
What other ways can you use your puppet to tell a story?



About the Artists

Glass Half Full Theatre was lauded by the Austin-American Statesman for an
“inventive blend of puppetry and physical storytelling that employs gestures and
expressions in tandem with props and sets to convey the narrative along with a
variety of puppetry techniques.” Based in Austin, Texas, the company creates
original works for youth and adults, with a focus on environmental and social
justice. They have received B. Iden Payne Awards for Direction, Design, Writing,
Acting, Puppetry and Visionary Innovation, and Austin Critics Table Awards for
Design, Acting and Best New Play. The company follows the rigorous training of
Jacques Lecoq and employs sophisticated puppetry forms such as Tabletop,
Shadow Puppetry, Body Puppetry, Hand and Rod, Czech marionette, and Object
Puppetry. Their original works, including Petra and the Wolf, Once There Were

Six Seasons, and The Orchid Flotilla, have toured nationally. Glass Half Full is
known for their “precise, engaging, and humorous” approach to real world issues
and imaginative solutions.

Cenicienta: A Bilingual Cinderella Story
Written by Caroline Reck and Rupert Reyes

Featuring Madison Palomo as Belinda

Offstage Voices:
Rupert Reyes as Gary Soto
Caroline Reck as Stepmother
Lilli Lopez as Reina
Marina DeYoe-Pedraza as Preciosa

Original musical composition by Ammon
Taylor

Also featuring music from Charanga
Cakewalk: “Agua Ardiente” by Michael
Ramos and Brian Ramos and “Acebo”
by Michael Ramos. Courtesy of
Peermusic, Capsicum 7 Music, and
Peer-Southern Productions.

Director of Artistic Sign
Language: Aaron Kubey
Sign Language Interpreters: Denise
Herrera, Suzanne Lightbourn

Stage Performance Directed by Caroline
Reck

Lighting Design by Rachel Atkinson

Sound Design by Pete Martinez with
additional sound and mixing by K. Eliot
Haynes

Stage Management by Zac Crofford

Scenic, Costume, and Prop Design
by Caroline Reck

Original Videography by Aaron Mouer

Cenicienta was originally created and
presented at Zach Theatre in Austin,
Texas, in collaboration with Teatro Vivo
and Glass Half Full Theatre. The role of
Belinda was originated by Gricelda
Silva.

Support for Cenicienta is provided by A.
James & Alice B. Clark Foundation; The
Morris and Gwendolyn Cafritz
Foundation; and Paul M. Angell Family
Foundation.

Generous support is also provided by
the U.S. Department of Education.



Related Resources

LESSON

Cinderella: A Cross-Cultural Fairy Tale

In this 3-5 lesson, students will compare and contrast culturally distinct variations 
of the fairy tale, Cinderella, from around the world. Students will explore 
storytelling traditions and make comparisons between cultural versions of 
Cinderella. Students will also 
research the cultures 
represented in the fairy tales 
and create a visual art piece.

• GRADES 3-5 

• WORLD CULTURES

• MYTHS, LEGENDS, &
FOLKTALES

https://www.kennedy-center.org/education/resources-for-educators/classroom-
resources/lessons-and-activities/lessons/3-5/cinderella-a-cross-cultural-fairy-tale/

LESSON

Writing Folktales

In this 6-8 lesson, students will analyze the characteristics of traditional folktales 
to write an original tale. They will use elements of folktales to develop their story 
and strengthen work through 
the writing process.

• GRADES 6-8 

• FOLKLORE

• MYTHS, LEGENDS, &
FOLKTALES

https://www.kennedy-
center.org/education/resources-
for-educators/classroom-resources/lessons-and-activities/lessons/6-8/writing-folktales/

https://www.kennedy-center.org/education/resources-for-educators/classroom-resources/lessons-and-activities/lessons/6-8/writing-folktales/
https://www.kennedy-center.org/education/resources-for-educators/classroom-resources/lessons-and-activities/lessons/3-5/cinderella-a-cross-cultural-fairy-tale/
https://www.kennedy-center.org/education/resources-for-educators/classroom-resources/lessons-and-activities/lessons/6-8/writing-folktales/
https://www.kennedy-center.org/education/resources-for-educators/classroom-resources/lessons-and-activities/lessons/6-8/writing-folktales/
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https://www.kennedy-center.org/education/resources-for-educators/classroom-resources/lessons-and-activities/lessons/3-5/cinderella-a-cross-cultural-fairy-tale/
https://www.kennedy-center.org/education/resources-for-educators/classroom-resources/lessons-and-activities/lessons/3-5/cinderella-a-cross-cultural-fairy-tale/


COLLECT ION

Myths, Legends, & Folktales

Greek and Egyptian mythology, the story of the Lion King, and the legend of King 
Arthus are just some of the ways these resources explore the different cultural 
interpretations of heroes. Then 
learn the stories of Cinderella, 
as well as American legends 
Paul Bunyan, John Henry and 
Pecos Bill.

• MYTHS, LEGENDS, &
FOLKTALES

https://www.kennedy-
center.org/education/resources-
for-educators/classroom-resources/collections/collections/latin-america2/

COLLECT ION

Theater

Take a peek behind the red curtain and discover the artistry and history behind 
the world of theater. Explore the playwriting process first-hand, learn about the 
cultural impact of 
performance, and read and 
perform some of the most 
influential works of the 20th 
century.

• THEATER

https://www.kennedy-
center.org/education/resources-
for-educators/classroom-
resources/collections/collections/theater/

https://www.kennedy-center.org/education/resources-for-educators/classroom-resources/collections/collections/latin-america2/
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